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SUMMARY 
 
In civil engineering applications, dampers for scarce events (as quakes) with a very long term guaranteed 
operation without continuous attention are appropriate for family homes. The long time physical 
properties of Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) useful for dampers, are studied. The thermoelastic martensitic 
transformation (a metastable phase change) is the origin of the peculiar properties of the shape memory 
alloys (SMA). In damping, the thermoelasticity, the hysteresis (in coordinates force or stress, deformation 
and temperature) and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (relating the critical transformation stress with the 
room temperature) are the relevant macroscopic properties. The material also undergoes two non-classical 
phenomena. The unrecoverable (or irreversible) changes produced by the dislocation creation, i.e., the 
fatigue effects and some recoverable processes related with atomic diffusion actions (time and 
temperature dependent). This work mainly includes two aspects: 1) the necessary basic characteristics of 
the alloys for guaranteed long time operation of SMA dampers are experimentally analyzed. The 
experimental information determines the available working space under the action of external stress (the 
pseudoelastic window); 2) the mesoscopic parameters needed to identify a one-dimensional 
thermomechanical model including the thermal effects induced by latent heat and by the friction are 
established. From the model, some examples of damping capability in summer-winter via standard SMA 
alloys are simulated. The CuAlBe alloy seems a low cost material appropriate for long time guaranteed 
behavior. A convenient device can be built using sets of thin rods (or wires) only in traction under 
2 kN/rod. For long time applications, a permanent coexistence between metastable phases (useful for short 
time processes) seems always hazardous by the intrinsic atomic phenomena. The behaviour of the material 
is well simulated by a 1-D model and the design of an schematic damper is outlined. Its performance in a 
simple structure is evaluated with actual quake accelerations extracted from databases. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Damping applications in Civil Engineering can be centered in two different phenomena: repeated 
oscillations as the wind induces in big buildings (skyscraper, high towers) and scarce groups of waves as 
produced by quakes. Wind effects require permanent low and, eventually, higher amplitude damping 
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actions while earthquakes require high damping response in short time intervals after several years of 
inactivity: a long guaranteed lifetime is obviously needed. Standard dampers (tuned mass with magneto-
rheological damper, hydraulic systems via, eventually, active control) requires periodic technical attention 
or, eventually, complete change as in rubber-lead bearings. Technical supervision is usual to assure some 
basic services as in big buildings (skyscrapers or towers) and in stayed-cable bridges. However, in small 
buildings the use of low cost dampers (see, for instance Torra [1 and 2] and references therein) with 
supervision only after an event, are of potential interest. Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) can fulfill these 
requirements: sets of wires supporting forces under 50 kN with vibration amplitudes around 5 cm and 
enough lifetime without supervision in, for instance, 20 years or more.  
 
The thermoelastic martensitic transformation between metastable phases is the origin of the peculiar 
properties of the SMA (see Lovey [3] and [4]). The transformation from one to the other phase produces a 
shape change (shear type) inducing, in the appropriate crystallographic direction of Cu-Zn-Al or TiNi 
single crystals, a length change up to 10 % with an hysteresis cycle (figure 1 A).  
 

 
Figure 1. Hysteresis cycle. A: Schematic behavior of the hysteresis cycles in σ, ε, T representation with an 
hysteresis width ∆σh or ∆Th in σ-ε and T-ε coordinates respectively; σpd plastic stress boundary; the slope 
α relates the Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient (dσ/dT). When σ1 ≠ 0 the hysteresis width are related by the 
Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient (∆σh ≈ (dσ/dT) ∆Th). B: hysteresis cycle (including the device stiffness) 
and internal loops for a sample in CuZnAl single crystal (deformation: close to 10 percent, cross section 
near 1 mm2). C: hysteresis cycle for a polycrystalline CuAlBe sample (sample length: 22.7 mm, cross 
section: 1.47 mm2). D: hysteresis cycle for a NiTi thin wire (sample length 14 mm, diameter near 0.1 mm). 
 
The stress moves to higher values when the external temperature increases (Ms < T1 < T2 < T3) according 
with the thermodynamic formalism (i.e. the Clausius-Clapeyron equation). The summer-winter effects for 
outdoor actuators always need to be considered. Using temperatures (i.e. T1) close to spontaneous 
transformation temperature (martensite start or Ms), the hysteresis width avoids, in the unload process, the 
return to parent phase (see, a in figure 1 A). For higher outdoor temperatures ( > T3) the cycles produces 
permanent plastic deformation. The shape shows little differences (figure 1 B and C) in the width and in 
the slope between single crystals and polycrystalline samples. The hysteresis width depends on the 



material (see in figure 1 B-C and D the hysteresis cycle for CuZnAl single crystal, polycrystalline sample 
of CuAlBe and a thin wire of NiTi) and their evolution on cycling are connected on the previous heat 
treatment. In damping, the macroscopic thermoelasticity or the slope (dσ/dε) in the transformation zone, 
the hysteresis in coordinates stress (σ), deformation (ε) and temperature (T) and the Clausius-Clapeyron 
equation (relating the critical transformation stress with the room temperature) are the more relevant 
thermomechanic macroscopic properties characterizing the process. Without external stresses the 
hysteresis cycle is well characterized by four temperatures. Starting from austenite or higher temperature 
phase: the Ms or martensite start establishes the initial appearance of martensite and the Mf or martensite 
finish the complete conversion to martensite. The backwards process starts with the As or austenite start. 
The end of retransformation process is characterized by Af or austenite finish with the complete recovery 
of parent phase.  
 
The material also undergoes two non-classical evolution types. In the first place, some particular fatigue 
effects (unrecoverable or irreversible actions) inducing the final failure of the material by the dislocation 
creation and the cracks appearance created by cycling. In second place (Lovey [3] and references therein), 
two recoverable phenomena related with atomic diffusion, which in turn depend on the coexistence 
among the phases and/or the ambient temperature related with the phase metastability, affect the 
properties of the material. The changes of the room temperature (summer –winter) slightly modify the 
transformation temperatures. Diffusion effects taking place at room temperature and also local diffusion 
induced by the phase coexistence and by the interface movement produce changes in the microscopic 
states which in turn produce fluctuations on the long-term behavior of the material. After a simple heat 
treatment, the experimental behavior usually shows accumulative evolution on cycling (figure 2) for 
CuAlBe (left) and, also, for NiTi (right). The hysteresis width is reduced, the slope and the macroscopic 
creep are, progressively, increased. From the raw material the alloy need a carefully preparation to ensure 
reproductive behavior without evolution.  
 

 
Figure 2. Hysteretic behavior for CuAlBe and NiTi alloy. Progressive creep on cycling for samples with 
standard heat treatments.  
 
Analysis of material characteristics permits the evaluation of alloy possibilities for damping applications 
in Civil Engineering (CE). There are two main parameters to consider: cost and guaranteed performance 
after extremely long time. The time scale for CE is large in comparison with standard mechanical time 
scales. The performance of the alloy can be defined by its ability to realize a reasonable number of useful 
working cycles. If the complete hysteresis cycle remains inside the pseudo-elastic window the material 
performance is not modified. Consequently a large number of complete and internal loops can be 
achieved. The condition is fulfilled when: 
a) external stress (σext) do not overcomes the plastic deformation (σpd) stress: 0 ≤ σext ≤ σpd. 
b) expected maximal deformation (like to expected percent of transformed material) is always obtained 

for σext ≤ σpd.  



c) At zero stress the hysteresis cycle is always completed without remnant transformed material or 
plastic creep.  

 
In this work we describe the main properties and the considerations that should be taken to use SMA for 
damping applications. The first part describes the material preparation method, which is more convenient 
to reduce the evolution of alloy properties and increase its practical working time. In particular the 
material characteristics involved in the damping action are described. These properties define the F-x-T 
coordinates that provides damping capabilities and also the pseudo-elastic window. The first part 
emphasizes the necessary basic characteristics of the alloys for guaranteed long time operation of a SMA 
damper. The work centers on the phase transformation effects. For instance, the auxiliary contributions 
related to single phase effects as the Young modulus and the dilatation effects are considered separately. 
In addition, the effect of heat treatments are outlined and the basic parameters as the hysteresis width and 
the Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient (basically the CuAlBe alloy) are measured. Subsequently, the 
perturbations induced by diffusive contributions (time and temperature effects) and by plastic deformation 
are analyzed. For instance, the after quench effects, the actions on the parent phase by the seasonal 
temperature variations and, also, the changes produced by the coexistence between parent and martensite 
phases are briefly outlined. The permanent creep, with permanently deformed material, reduces the 
damping capability for lower amplitudes. This effect is studied and, via appropriate aging, suppressed. 
The part two presents a phenomenological model that furnishes accurate enough results to be used as an 
evaluation tool of the damper performance. A damper structure with some design guides is described and 
its performance under real quake accelerations is presented for a simple structure. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL: SAMPLE PREPARATION AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS  
 
Guaranteed use of the samples requires a well determined state of the materials. One of the better methods 
for Cu-based alloys (i.e. the CuAlBe alloy) consist in an appropriate homogenization or betatization via a 
short time at high temperature (i.e. 1123 K) followed by a fast quench to water at room temperature (i.e. 
293 K or in iced water). The process ensures that the material do not contains relevant stabilized 
martensite or other disturbing and uncontrolled components (i.e. precipitates). After betatization the 
material should be kept for a long time at medium temperatures to permit "homogenization" of the sample. 
This process reduces the temperature extension and also the creep during cycling. In fact, the time at high 
temperature always produces an increase of the grain size as show the photographs situated in figure 3. 
Also, the grain growth facilitates the cracks and, after, the failure of the sample.  
 

 
Figure 3. Progressive grain growth in CuAlBe for the homogenization realized at 1123 K. Increase of the 
mean grain diameter; A: initial state (0.11 mm); B: 9 s; C: 50 s; D: 150 s.  
 
The figure 3 shows an approach for the grain growth against the time held at 1123 K for two types of wire. 
The alloy is furnished by Trefimetaux - kme (France). For the cast AH140 the reference data are: 
Ms = 255 K; Mf = 226 K; As = 253 K; Af =275°K with a chemical composition as: Al = 11.8 %; 
Be = 0.5 %; Cu = 87.7 % (weight). The time inside the furnace need to be well established. The figure 4 
(left and right) suggest that the homogenization time for minor changes in grain growth but ensuring 



appropriate heating can be situated near 10 and 25 s respectively. It is, obviously, dependent of the cross 
section.  
 

 
Figure 4. Mean growth at 1123 K for a CuAlBe wires and different cross section. Left: squared sample 
(initial mean grain diameter: 0.11 mm). Right: cylindrical sample (initial mean grain diameter: 0.24 mm).  
 
Experimental: "immediate" after quench actions  
After betatization the material should be kept for several weeks at medium temperatures. In this way a 
relevant reduction of the transformation temperature extension, eventually associated with local 
differences of atomic order, is obtained. The aging time (see, figure 5), from one hour (a point) to four 
days at 373 K (b point) approaches the Ms value to the Mf via some relevant reduction of the temperature 
extension (from 55 K to 20 K). Long time aging produces a smoothing of the local differences in the 
atomic order: appeared as remnant effects in the quenched sample. Also suggest that an increase of mean 
order diminishes the mean transformation temperature. The figure 6 right gives near 20 K for the 
hysteresis width.  

 
Figure 5. Resistance measurement against time for an after quenched sample of CuAlBe SMA. Left: 
resistance measurement against time at constant temperature (close to 373 K). Right: hysteresis cycles in 
the aging process; a and b established in the a and b points on the left; c: aging of 54 days.  
 
Experimental: "long time" after quench actions 
In the figure 5 the cycle b suggest an excellent behavior in stress-strain coordinates when the room 
temperatures overcomes 273 K. In fact, the application need working cycles in stress-strain coordinates 
and the behavior for polycrystalline samples is not the ideal one. The figure 6 shows the behavior of 
realistic thinner wires (length near 950 mm, cross section 1.44 mm2). In the left part, the after quenched 
samples with reduced aging (1 hour at 373 K) shows a relevant accumulative creep on cycling: near a 
20 % of the global deformation is missed after 67 cycles. At this level, the material shows a poor 
capability for the damping of minor amplitudes. When the samples are situated several weeks close to 



373 K the creep effect reduces to a half (figure 6 center). Increased aging at lower temperatures reduces 
drastically the creep to zero (figure 6 right).  
 

 
Figure 6. CuAlBe alloy, cross section 1.44 mm2. Force against length at room temperature for series of 
cycles with partial or full deformation. Left: short aging at 373 K. Center: several weeks of aging at 373 K. 
Right: Increased aging at 323 K.  
 
The creep practically disappears when an appropriate heat treatment is used. The experimental results in 
figure 6 (left and center) suggest that the remnant deformation cannot be explained in terms of a classical 
creep. The measurements suggest a stabilization process of some martensite in comparison with the 
classical approach via some dislocation creation or plastic deformation. Old measurements with CuAlZn 
indicates partial coupling between stabilization and hysteresis width. Actual observations of the long time 
aging establishes that the reduction of the hysteresis width is coherent with lowering of the stabilization 
process. The effect can be visualized in figure 5. The cycle c shows some reduced hysteresis in 
comparison with cycle b. Long time aging at lower temperature also shows similar behavior: minor 
lowering of the hysteresis width with stabilization reduction.  
 
Experimental: the hysteresis cycle width, the internal loops and the thermomechanical behavior. 
The figure 6 also shows that the hysteresis width is extremely dependent of the deformation percent. The 
figure 7 shows the progressive grow of the hysteresis width for a CuAlBe sample. For practical 
applications, the hysteresis width need to be evaluated for each geometrical configuration. The 
representative model (continuous line) requires a satisfactory approach of the experimental measurements 
(x x x). The figure 7 shows the hysteresis cycle for a series of force cycles: increasing load to full unload 
(center) and partial loops in unloading (right).  
 

 
Figure 7. Changes of the hysteresis width with the associate strain at room temperature for a 
polycrystalline CuAlBe sample of rectangular shape, cross section 1.47 mm2. The stiffness of the 
measuring equipment is suppressed. Left: hysteresis against the deformation; o o o experimental 
measurements;  polynomial fit of second order. Center: hysteresis cycle for progressive force. Right: 



internal loops in unloading. x x x experimental measurements;  simulated by phenomenological 
model.  
 
The material fracture  
Partial analysis is presented in figure 8 for CuAlBe alloy. From left to right, the hysteresis width is close to 
20, 20 and 40 MPa respectively with cross section 1.44, 1.44 and 7.1 mm2.  
 

 
Figure 8. Hysteresis behavior and fracture behavior on cycling for CuAlBe wires. Cross section, 1.44, 1.44 
and 7.1 mm2, respectively. Left: classical aging (failure at 5 % after 144 cycles at 4.4 %, working 
temperature 289 K). Center: long time aging (collapse after 144 cycles at 3.3 % and 9 at 3.9 %, working 
temperature 323 K). Right: long time aging (crash after 124 cycles at 1 % and 66 cycles at 2.1 %). Failure 
at 125, 150 at 190 MPa respectively. 
 
At this level of analysis, after appropriate heat treatment and aging with appropriate shape that avoids 
accumulative creep on cycling or higher internal stresses, the fracture of the material can be associated 
with strains close to 4 % and stresses near to 150 MPa.  
 
The Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient 
In classical phase transformation the coexistence between the phases is controlled by the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation. In single crystal wires or rods mostly under one-axis forces (systems with three 
coordinates in f, x, T or in σ, ε and T) the coexistence rule in solid-solid transformation reads,  
 

(dfext / dT )coex  =  (Vp lm → p ) / (T ∆x )     or     (dσ / dT )coex  =  ∆Sm → p / ( ε Vp)  
 
In the equations, Vp: molar volume,  lm → p: latent heat in J/m3,  ∆x: length change from parent to 
martensite, ∆Sm → p : entropy phase change.  
 
The experimental analysis shows that the Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient is practically constant with 
particular value for each alloy. In polycrystalline materials further experimental analysis is suitable for 
each type of material (figure 9) and cross section. For materials situated under the action of external room 
temperatures (outdoor equipment) the summer-winter temperature changes induces shifts in the hysteresis 
cycles. According figure 9, changes near 40 K induces stress changes close to 50 MPa or 320 MPa for 
CuAlBe and NiTi respectively.  
 
Experimental: non-classical effects 
The phase metastability induces minor evolution in parent phase under the action of summer-winter 
temperature changes. The Ms tracks the room temperature (figure 10). The experimental analysis permits 
a predictive simulation of the medium yearly changes (see Torra [2] and Lovey [3] and related references). 
The Ms fluctuation for CuAlBe related to changes near 40 K between summer-winter is situated near 2 K.  



 
The metastability also induces changes in the phase coexistence in standby situations (figure 11) and in 
continuous cycles. The coexistence effects always appears as a complex phenomena with atomic and 
macroscopic scales. The minor effects need to be studied for extremely long time measurements. At the 
present state of the art, the use of devices working in the coexistence seems only appropriate for short time 
working systems (i.e. damping of launching satellite systems). In damping the coexistence ensures highly 
device effectiveness but, after 10 or 20 years of coexistence, the use of devices centered on the phase 
coexistence seems highly hazardous. The effects on fast cycles are, also, usually influenced by thermal 
effects. In fast cycling (i.e. at 1 Hz) after 100 cycles the analysis suggests a coexistence change on CuAlBe 
Ms around – 10 K. 
 

 
Figure 9. Experimental approach to Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient for polycrystalline CuAlBe (left) and 
NiTi (right).  o o o: from transformation data.  ∆ ∆ ∆: from retransformation data.  
 

 
Figure 10. Simulation of the yearly summer – winter outdor temperature (A) on the Ms value (B) for a 
CuAlBe alloy after two types of initial heat treatment (a and b).  
 
Experimental: Dynamic effects induces self-heating 
The effect related to latent heat and frictional contributions are highly dependent on the frequency and on 
the transformation percentage. In figure 12 the oscillations are related with the released and absorbed 
latent heat. The progressive smooth of the oscillation amplitude cannot be considered as absolute. Seems 
related to coupling between the SMA wire and the wires and thermal contact of the thermocouple 
detector. Also, dynamic measurements produces coupling between microscopic properties and self-
heating effects (i.e. coexistence phenomena are enhanced). In fact, the measurements need to be carefully 



interpreted. For wires of 3 mm of diameter the self-heating is a function of the amplitude and the 
frequency. The temperature increase overcomes 20 K for full deformation at 1 Hz but for hybrid cycles 
with different amplitudes 10 K is a reasonable approach.  
 

 
 
Figure 11. Creep induced by the phase coexistence. Left: CuZnAl single crystal alloy. Right: NiTi thinner 
wire.  

 
Figure 12. Temperature effects on cycling for CuAlBe wires with 3 mm of diameter. Sample length near 
100 mm. Left: cycling at 1 Hz, deformation 2.0, 3.2 and 4.0 % respectively. Right: deformation 3.2 % 
cycling 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 Hz.  
 

MODELING THE MATERIAL 
 
The inherent complexity of the martensitic transformation of SMA requires a formulation at various depth 
levels. The importance of each level depends on the requirements to be satisfied by the material in the 
working state. The material behavior presents different time scales. There are fast effects related with 
thermomechanical actions governing the damping response under earthquake effects and slow effects 
governed by atomic diffusion actions that determine the material lifetime. All effects should be considered 
when dealing with damping applications. So far a detailed unified treatment of the 3-D systems is, still, a 
research topic. The next 1-D approach allows an adapted solution for each case adding, when necessary, 
the time effects. Also, each application type needs the appropriate evaluation of the expected technical 
conditions to be fulfilled: thermomechanical working conditions, external seasonal actions and, for 
instance the more classic (material strength or corrosion resistance) related to a working material situated 
in a more or less aggressive environment.  
 
Model description 
To characterize the material in the coordinates stress σ (or force f), deformation ε (or lengthening x), 
temperature (T) and time (t) supposes four levels of analysis: 
 



0. Classical thermomechanical representation  
At this level the dilatation coefficient and the Young modulus need to be considered as superimposed 
actions to particular evolutions related with the phase transformation, with other atomic actions or with 
thermal effects induced by the transformation itself (latent heat and dissipation induced by the frictional 
work). This level is not considered in this paper. 
  
1. Thermomechanical representation of phase transition 
The hysteresis cycle needs to be considered as the sum of several elementary domains with or without 
interaction. The analysis represents a transformation of the phenomenological data in intrinsic parameters: 
i.e. the representation includes the Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient, the equilibrium temperature and two 
frictional contributions: martensite nucleation and decoalescence of parent phase (or parent phase 
nucleation) and interface friction. This part relates “a classical analysis of phase transformation” for each 
element of the wire (or bar) under the action of the external thermodynamic forces (stress and 
temperature) as show the figure 13. The A point represents the Critical Stress of Reversible 
Transformation (CSRT). The position of the A point places the whole cycle over the force axis. Their 
value is a function of the surrounding temperature (i.e., under the action of Clausius-Clapeyron), of the 
microscopic effects induced by the external temperature on parent phase or by the action of phase 
coexistence and, also, the internal temperature changes induced by self-heating. 
 

 
Figure 13. External force (Fext) against deformation (x) for an elemental domain.  
 
In figure 13, the path 1-A-B-5 and backward relates the reversible behavior of one plate. The path (1-2-3-
4-5-6-7-8-9-1) corresponds to a complete cycle with nucleation of martensite (2-3), growth (3-4), 
coalescence (4-5), and nucleation of beta (6-7) or de-coalescence of martensite (after the junction of 
martensite plates with the neighboring plates), growth of beta (7-8), and complete disappearance of 
martensite (8-9). This path has the actual maximal hysteresis width h2. The trajectory a-b-c-d-a represents 
an internal loop associated to only one interface with minimal hysteresis width h1.  
 
The hysteresis cycle is the result of the behavior of a set of N similar elementary cycles, one for each 
martensite plate (Lovey [3]). Actually, observing SMA samples during transformation process one can see 
that not all domains transform at a time. In real sample microscopic irregularities, precipitates or 
eventually composition gradients determine a different CSRT for each domain. This fact is also 
responsible for hysteresis shape. Our model defines a parameter T0rate to consider this effect. T0rate 
separates (linearly) the starting force point among the composing domains in the sample. It determines the 
number of active plates at a time controlling the simulated behavior. 
 



2. Temperature and atomic diffusion effects over the phase transition 
This level link the temperature and atomic order actions with the plate model presented in level 1. It 
includes the external and internal (frictional and latent heat dissipations) temperatures, the parent phase 
evolution related to “after quench” and, also, the seasonal influence modifying the Ms. All time dependent 
phenomena (like diffusion) requires a carefully evaluation. The coexistence effects related to the 
metastability of the two phases also need to be evaluated. Local effects for slow transformation processes 
related to each parent-martensite interaction and, also, collective and more intense effects (eventually 
associated to vacancy trapping) are relevant in the SMA behavior (slow and/or fast cycling). Attention 
needs to be paid at thermal effects in fast cycling (see below). The link is done through the A point (see 
figure 15), Critical Stress of Reversible Transformation (CSRT), that is calculated for each plate as 
indicated 
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where Ms is a function of the T0rate (giving a different value for each plate), time (atomic effects are 
diffusion processes) and phase state (single phase o coexistence). Ms variations provide the model for 
atomic effects in the alloys. Tdom is for the local temperature of the domain. It includes the external 
temperature and the internal variations produced by the dynamical effects of level 3. The resulting 
temperature is converted into a force by means of Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient. 
 
3. Dynamical effects: heat dissipation and conduction  
Simulation of fast transformation-retransformation cycles needs the inclusion of heat dissipation due to 
two phenomena. Phase transitions have an associated latent heat according with thermodynamics. This 
heat produces cooling and heating as the transition is recoverable. During phase transition produced by 
force cycles the inter-phase between both phases is moved along each transformation domain. This 
movement produces a friction (irreversible) and consequently a heat dissipation that warm the sample. 
The global heat delivery includes two terms: the latent heat contribution (Qp→m) and the frictional work 
(Wf). Using ∆x by the transformed zone and ∆x’ (see figure 14) by the increase of length, the heat balance 
permits a roughly evaluation of the local temperature increase ∆TQ+W by, 
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where m and c are the mass and specific heat of the specimen. lp→m is the latent heat per mass unit at the 
equilibrium stress σ0, and ρ and S are the mass density and surface area of the specimen respectively. ∆σh 
is the stress hysteresis width. 
 

 
Figure 14. Left: schematic length change for an element. Right: power balance in one element length.  
 
Once the local dissipation is evaluated heat conduction should be calculated to obtain the temperature in 
each domain. The formulation of Fourier equation for this system is done from the heat balance presented 
in figure 14 right and reduced to explicit form for numerical solution as: 
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Polycrystalline material: Statistical model 
Polycrystalline alloys have a bigger complexity in its internal structure. Grain boundaries produce forces 
between the grains that modify their behavior. Also different orientations can produce deviations on the 
basic grain response to external force. In practice these effects can be included in the model considering 
that the transformation domains have different characteristics (similar to the effect of T0rate on the Ms 
value). The polycrystalline model uses a distribution of values for Ms, hysteresis width and dF/dx. The 
distribution applied is either linear or quadratic over the domains. 
 
Simulation of basic response 
Once the model is identified for a given alloy sample the results are coherent with the experimental ones. 
Figure 7 (center and right) shows the comparison between experimental and simulated behavior of 
increasing force cycles and internal cycles for a 1.47 mm2 polycrystalline sample with rectangular shape. 
Coupling with Fourier analysis also permits an analysis of the thermal effects related to cycling. See, for 
instance the figure and analysis of the figure 15.  
 

 
 
Figure 15. Self-heating effects. Left: evolution on cycling at constant maximal force. Right: increase of 
temperature on cycling.  
 

DAMPING APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
 
Once the material properties determining their damping capabilities are studied we can design a damper 
and test its damping action on a real quake situation (real acceleration registers) on a simple structure. 
There are basically two steps that should be considered for the damper. The first is to determine which 
alloy is to be used. The selection is done according to the two criteria presented price and reliability 
(according to pseudoelastic window). And second, the mechanical structure of damper should be defined 
according to the material properties and the constraints of the actual application. 
 
Material selection: pseudoelastic window evaluation 
The first step to build a SMA damper is to choose the SMA alloy. To do it its pseudoelastic window must 
be evaluated to ensure correct working cycles on actual damping situations. The pseudoelastic window 
should consider both external working conditions (absolute working temperature values) and internal 
effects due to cycling during a quake (self-heating) and due to long periods of inactivity (atomic diffusion 
actions as after quench Ms change, phase coexistence and summer-winter tracking). Also the hysteresis 
width should be considered. All these effects can be evaluated as temperatures and converted to forces 



through Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient. The resulting force or stress should be lower than σpd to assure a 
reliable damping action without permanent deformation related to classical plastic deformation. 
 
Table I shows the evaluation of the pseudoelastic window for CuAlBe. The sum of actions imposes 
around 100 K equivalent to 150 MPa. From fracture experiments we can evaluate σpd in 200 MPa so the 
condition is fulfilled for this working situation and material. It is important to note that self-heating value 
requires an estimation of the working situation. To furnish a value it is necessary to consider both cycling 
frequencies and elongation. NiTi alloy with a higher CC coefficient needs a window of 300 MPa only for 
the summer-winter temperature change.  
 
Table I. Effects to be considered in CuAlBe alloy.  
 

Material properties Temperature variation 
Hysteresis width 30 to 50 K 
Summer-winter temperature change 40 K 
Self-heating 10 K 
After quench Ms change  5 K 
Phase coexistence -10 K 
Summer winter tracking 3 K 
Security domain  10 to 20 K 

global effect 110 K (or 160 MPa) 
 
Damper structure 
Once the material is selected it is necessary to define the mechanical design of the damper. Some features 
of the material should be considered to accomplish the specifications of the application. In general 
increasing the sample section the wire can support an increased load. However the complexity increase 
with section and the resulting hysteresis is worse and σpd decreases. Consequently seems better use of sets 
of relatively thin wires. For instance, a diameter of 3 mm provides a satisfactory selection for 
polycrystalline CuAlBe. These wires can support up to 2 to 3 kN with an elongation around 4 %. Using 
wires only the traction produces damping. The dampers can be situated in the diagonals of the structure 
(figure 16 A). With 3 mm wires we cannot deal with the forces that appear in a structure under the effects 
of an earthquake. So a parallel disposition of wires is needed as depicted in figure 16 B. The number of 
wires should be selected appropriate to the structure forces in the target situation considering 2-3 kN/wire. 
The second parameter of design is the length of the wires. Again the structure will define a vibration 
amplitude and the length of the wires should be selected according to the expected full elongation. 

 
Figure 16. A: schematic position of dampers in the diagonals of the structure. B: damper system by a set of 
wires.  
 
The elementary simulation uses a mass under the action of quake acceleration, the effect of classical 
damping in structures via a dashpot and the action of SMA device as show the figure 17.  



 
 
Figure 17. Schematic pendulum system under the action of external quake acceleration and with elastic, 
classic dashpot and SMA device.  
 
The representative differential equation in x, t coordinates reads,   
 

( ) xMfxbxkff i SMAq
&&& =−−−=∑  

 
The equation is solved via classical Runge-Kutta method using a predictor-corrector scheme avoiding the 
instabilities induced by the SMA model. 
 
Damping simulations 
 
The following figures shows the simulated actions of SMA dampers. Earthquake acceleration data from 
the japanese Kyoshin Net was used in the computation (http://www.k-net.bosai.go.jp/, station code 
KGS005, earthquake of 13th May 1997, magnitude 6.2, epicenter latitude 31.95; longitude 130.3; 
acceleration in NS direction). The simulated example to visualize the effects of SMA dampers relates a 
simple case, a top slab of mass 7500 kg (corresponding to 50 m2 at 150 kg/m2). with an elastic recovery 
force term of 106 N/m, which gives a natural period of 0.54 s. Then, two SMA dampers working 
alternatively only in traction composed by 10 wires (diameter: 3 mm and length: 2.2 m) are used (results 
of figure 18 and 19). In a real three-dimensional case the symmetry in the positioning of the dampers 
should be taken into account to avoid parasitic torsion problems. The expected mass of SMA is close to 
4.2 kg when the x and y directions are to be damped.  

  
Figure 18. Left: Acceleration profile in the Japanese earthquake of 13th May 1997. Right: effect without 
damping.  
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
For guaranteed behavior the alloy properties for damping requires an analysis including 
macroscopic/mesoscopic effects (i.e. Clausius-Clapeyron coefficient, hysteresis cycle and internal loops, 
fracture) and the microscopic effects need to be evaluated. For instance, the after quench effects and 
parent phase summer-winter evolution and the coexistence effects. Also, the self-heating effects are 
relevant and cannot be avoided. Their effect relates the expected number of cycles at maximal strain and 



frequency. At the actual state of the art, for each structural configuration and external acceleration 
different damper configuration can be analyzed and the optimal damper outlined. For instance, the 
CuAlBe seems a promising alloy for family homes embedded in the structure without periodic 
supervision.  
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Figure 19. Upper: summer effects. Left: Displacement against time. Right: Hysteresis cycles and 
dissipated energy. Bottom: winter effects. Left: Oscillation with SMA damper. Right: Hysteretic behavior 
and dissipated energy. 
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